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Feeling Violation: Tactile Rendering of  the 
Early Modern Blazon 

“Here ‘the woman’ is absent; a fragment of  her body, 
often reified and dehumanized, receives the devotion that 
had traditionally been her due” (Vickers 17-18) 

“…in the anatomical blazon, the body that is imagined in 
the most tactile and material of  terms—that is partitioned, 
arranged, and rearranged under the scrutiny necessitated 
by the genre itself—ultimately vanishes beneath the 
‘anatomiste’s’ touch” (Vickers 19) 



Feeling Violation: Tactile Rendering of  the 
Early Modern Blazon 

The term heart in Sidney’s 
Astrophil and Stella – word 
frequency points plotted in 
Rhino for each segment. 

The term eyes in Sidney’s 
Astrophil and Stella – polyline 
segments drawn in Rhino 
between points to render 
sharpness of  word density. 





Shakespeare, William. The most lamentable Romaine tragedie of  Titus Andronicus. Folger Shakespeare Library: LUNA. STC 
22328. Accessed 25 June 2015.  



Archive to Repertoire 



Priscilla Hopkins (LUNA ART File K31.6 
no.1)  

Vivien Leigh  



Flora Spencer-Longhurst 





Where are the stage directions? 

”…how little evidence has actually survived about the 
staging of  plays in this period - the norm is 
silence" (Dessen & Thomson, A Dictionary of  Stage 
Directions in English Drama, 1580-1642, 1999) 





Where are the stage directions? 





Sense Objects 

Untagged 

Negative 
Emotion 

Imperative 

Motions 



Topic Modeling 
Topic 22 

 

tears 
weep 
grief  
sorrow 
cheeks 
alack 
weeping 
hollow 
sight 
woes 
alas 

Topic 3 
 

blood 
rage 
hand 
bloody 
curse 
hell 
cries 
deadly 
dreadful 
shame 
death 

Topic 6 
 

kill 
murder 
villain 
deed 
innocent 
sword 
villains 
damn’d 
body 
undone 
wretch 



Topic 3: blood, rage, hand, 
bloody, curse, hell, cries, 
deadly, dreadful, shame, death, 
(ravish) 
 



Topic 5: sons, emperor, 
empress, kneel, revenge, goths, 
grandsire, employ’d, rome’s, 
aunt, beget, surprised, (rape) 
 



Blue/Topic 22: tears, weep, grief, sorrow, 
cheeks, alack, weeping, hollow, sight, woes 

Green/Topic 3: blood, rage, hand, bloody, 
curse, hell, cries, deadly, dreadful, shame, 
death 
 

Purple/Topic 38: dead, death, die, died, 
life, grave, despair, slew, lives, woe, slain, 
live, tomb, buried 

Orange/Topic 6: kill, murder, villain, 
deed, innocent, sword, villains, damn’d, 
body, undone, wretch 



Moving Forward 

v  Critical/Theoretical 

v  Feminist Studies 

v  Performance Studies 

v  Digital 

v  Topic Modeling 

v  Generous Interface 

v  Performance Art/Digital 

v  Theater Work 

v  Haptic Labs/Body Simulation Technology 


